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STRATEGY

ANALYSIS

▪ Enter the Spanish SME market, which was
not well served by parent company Orange
Spain, and increase share of B2B market.

▪ Create a new digital business with an agile
mode of operation unfettered by the
structures and systems of parent company.

▪ Uses a cloud-native, digital infrastructure to
support the rapid development, deployment
and delivery of services.

▪ Prove the new OTT business model and the
B2B market appetite for digital products.

▪ Bring new, innovative products to market
faster than the traditional business.

▪ Acquire digital skillsets and culture as a
future model for Orange.

▪ Work with traditional resellers initially to
bring customers on board with a flexible
value proposition.

▪ Architects platform capabilities, including
third-party-provided functions, such as
billing, ‘as a service’ for ease of integration.
▪ Acquires the right developer skillsets and
tools to ensure business agility.

BENEFITS
‘As-a-service’ integration model supports fast
start-up and lean operations

Use of Red Hat OpenShift platform accelerates
integration and enables multi-cloud deployment

OTT business model should enable Orange
to rapidly penetrate new markets
Source: Analysys Mason
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Business challenges and key drivers of the project
Orange has built a new company that uses digital infrastructure
and a digital services portfolio to increase its presence in
Spain’s small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) market.
Orange is the second operator in Spain with a strong position in
the consumer and micro-business markets. It has a 15% share of
the enterprise market and a business product portfolio aimed at
large enterprises and multinationals. As a challenger in the
business services market for SMEs, it decided to test a new
business model enabled by a new cloud technology stack.
Orange’s own digital transformation will not be completed quickly
enough to enable the traditional business to behave in a digital
way. X by Orange was therefore set up as a separate company,
charged with building an all-digital business and free from any
obligation to integrate with Orange’s systems.

X by Orange’s cloud-based systems were put in place under the
supervision of a CTO from the financial services industry and by a
freshly recruited, young staff with the right IT skills. The company
opened for business in September 2018, less than 8 months
after it started building its platform and products.
Orange is using X by Orange to test a digital, ‘over-the-top’
business model and strategy, supported by flexible and portable
cloud-native digital infrastructure. Lessons are being fed back into
the traditional Orange business and, if successful, the concept
and platform could be rolled out to other countries where Orange
wishes to expand its B2B market share.
1

Figure 1: Business factors that are driving the transformation
project
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For more information, see Analysys Mason’s X by Orange presents a radically new operating model for operators delivering
digital services. Available at www.analysysmason.com/x-by-orange-ren01-ren02-rdmz0.
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Source: Analysys Mason
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X by Orange chose to build its digital operations and platform using a mix of SaaS
providers, in-house development and open-source components
X by Orange was set up as a lean start-up with a mission to
bring new products to market quickly to test customer reaction.
To fulfil this mission, X by Orange decided not to use a traditional
telecoms IT stack and suppliers when building its operational
platform and processes due to the slow time to implement and
high cost. Instead it adopted a webscale ‘as-a-service’ model,
buying services such as billing, inventory and CRM from third
party providers including Comarch and salesforce.com. Where
X by Orange wants to differentiate its speed of service delivery
and customer self-service, it has build its own fulfilment and
assurance systems using open source components including
Kafka, Hadoop, Prometheus and others on top of Red Hat’s
OpenShift Container Platform (OCP).
X by Orange chose OpenShift to support its cloud native,
microservices-based software development both to ensure the
portability of its code across multiple clouds, and for parity with
Orange Group, also an OpenShift customer. Although it is a
separate entity, X by Orange has benefited from the long-standing
relationships its parent company has with vendors such as Red
Hat, Nokia and Cisco since it can count on these suppliers’
attention and support. X by Orange is using OpenShift to support
the deployment of container-based and virtual machine (VM)
workloads.
X by Orange considered building its own OpenStack-based cloud
infrastructure, as its parent company has done. However, to meet

its time to market goals, the start-up chose to buy infrastructure
as a service (IaaS) from the AWS public cloud. X by Orange has
OpenStack expertise in-house but for the moment, the company
prefers to innovate in areas of greater value than IaaS. If in future,
the X by Orange concept is expanded to other geographies, the
company could move to other cloud providers; if its volume of
business grows sufficiently, it may revisit its decision to buy rather
than build a cloud platform. X by Orange has the option to migrate
workloads to Orange Group’s OpenStack-based platform, which
Orange is rolling out to edge data centres in different
geographies. OpenShift gives X by Orange the flexibility to deploy
its services in OpenShift instances across multiple clouds.
X by Orange regards orchestration as critical to its competitive
differentiation. The company wants full control over orchestration
to ensure it can rapidly onboard and deploy services and regards
commercial orchestrators as ‘telco-specific black box’ systems
which would be difficult to modify for its purposes. X by Orange
uses Terraform and Red Hat Ansible tools in its orchestration
arsenal and is targeting less than 48 hours as the time to deploy
new services to customers. It envisages customers launching and
configuring IP/PBX services in 15 minutes, for example.
X by Orange’s orchestration knits together third party billing,
inventory and CRM services running in data centres in France
with its internal systems running in different AWS data centres,
following the company’s ‘everything as a service’ approach.
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X by Orange centralises control of products and uses software-defined networking
and firewalls to deliver them securely on a per-customer basis

X by Orange’s agile development team creates digital services,
such as Xmusic, for retail stores, and is exploring further vertical
market opportunities in retail, transport and health. Managed
Wi-Fi and customer analytics services are on the company’s
roadmap. X by Orange’s ‘as a service’ architecture and
orchestration supports fast onboarding of new products through
their rapid integration with its management systems. Its target is
less than a month to bring new services from concept to launch.
Keeping costs low is important given the price-sensitivity of the
SME market so X by Orange has put a stringent RFP process in
place to ensure that it obtains the best value from its suppliers.

Operation

Xproduct
data
plane

Control

Provisioning

Xproduct
control
plane

Kafka bus,
provisioning
abstractions

Orchestration workflows (Ansible,
Terraform), OpenShift Container
Platform, WS02 API management

Cloud IaaS/SaaS infrastructure (AWS, Comarch,
salesforce.com, Brandtrack, Broadsoft, Orange)

Monitoring and service assurance

X by Orange can provide OTT connectivity across Orange Spain’s
footprint, the internet and third party mobile and fixed access
services Its SD-WAN product, based on Nokia Nuage, is its
foundational offering. X by Orange worked with Nuage to tailor the
product for an SME market, improving ease of use and separating
out features. X by Orange disaggregates control and data plane
functionality in the services it offers, including unified
communications (Cisco, Broadsoft) and a managed Checkpoint
firewall service. It runs product control planes in the cloud and
uses SD-WAN to deliver data plane traffic securely between cloud
services and customer premises.

Architecture of X by Orange’s product platform with virtual
customer function (VCF) onboarding

Checkpoint
Nuage

X by Orange is connectivity-provider agnostic, using SD-WAN
technology to provide SME customers with secure over-the-top
access to its cloud-based digital services portfolio.

Source: Analysys Mason and X by Orange
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X by Orange has the right capabilities in place to support its business model but
success will depend on its ability to educate the market and sign up resellers
X by Orange’s value proposition to the SME market is based on
flexible product features, bundles and commercial terms, not price.
X by Orange believes its market offer is disruptive because
customers can switch services on and off on-demand, they can
have 15 days’ free trial over any connectivity and they have
access to product features which have only been available to
large enterprises to date. The company’s commercial offer is
underpinned by its lean operations, service automation and
digital delivery of complex products. X by Orange has a customer
portal for digital interactions but expects customers to use this to
discover other products once they are onboard, rather than as an
initial sales channel. The portal is a key focus for further
investment and improvement.
X by Orange faces significant commercial hurdles in establishing
its brand and business in the Spanish market, including the need
to educate customers about SD-WAN, its potential and benefits
versus traditional MPLS connectivity. It needs to recruit and
educate its own local IT resellers, in addition to the physical sales
channels used by Orange Spain, which must buy into X by
Orange’s portfolio and commercial differentiators if the start-up is
to succeed. Signing up resellers is a work in progress and the new
company is feeling its way into the market. The level of interest
that large enterprises are showing in X by Orange’s SD-WAN offer
has surprised the company, which is evaluating with Orange the
best way to coordinate this.

X by Orange’s commercial proposition and supporting approach

Sales
channels

Commercial
offer

Support
functions

Physical channel partners,
systems integrators

Customer selfservice portal
(future)

Flexible contracts, Free trial period, any access
connectivity, new product feature availability for SME
customers

Integration
architecture
for rapid
product and
customer
onboarding

Automated
and secure
per customer
product
delivery

Lean
operations
and agile
product
development
Source: Analysys Mason
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Key benefits

1

2

3

‘As-a-service’ integration model
supports fast start-up and lean
operations

Use of OpenShift platform
accelerates integration and
enables multi-cloud deployment

OTT business model should
allow Orange to rapidly
penetrate new markets

X by Orange has demonstrated an
impressive time-to-operations of less
than 8 months as a result of using an
‘as-a-service’ integration approach
where all the components of its
platform are modelled as reusable
services. This has enabled the company
to buy in third-party services to fulfil
non-value-added functions with the
option of replacing them with services
developed in-house or from alternative
providers in future. This model keeps X
by Orange lean and agile.

X by Orange is future-proofing its back
office architecture and product
development by running on the
OpenShift Container Platform which
gives it application portability across
multiple clouds. X by Orange benefits
from the efficiencies associated with
having a unified test, development and
deployment experience for containerbased workloads and a consistent
integration platform for back office
functions.

X by Orange’s SD-WAN capabilities and
its advanced OTT architecture enables
it to provide customised and secure
business services over any connectivity.
This is a repeatable approach which X
by Orange could easily use to extend its
footprint into other geographies. By
testing the concept first in Spain, X by
Orange will gain valuable insights into
the feasibility of being a digital service
provider which can strengthen its
execution elsewhere.
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Analysys Mason’s consulting and research are uniquely positioned
Analysys Mason’s consulting services and research portfolio

CONSULTING
We deliver tangible benefits to clients across the telecoms
industry:

▪ communications and digital service providers, vendors,
financial and strategic investors, private equity and
infrastructure funds, governments, regulators, broadcasters,
and service and content providers.
Our sector specialists understand the distinct local challenges
facing clients, in addition to the wider effects of global forces.
We are future-focused and help clients understand the challenges
and opportunities that new technology brings.
RESEARCH
Our dedicated team of analysts track and forecast the different
services accessed by consumers and enterprises.
We offer detailed insight into the software, infrastructure and
technology delivering those services.

Clients benefit from regular and timely intelligence, and direct
access to analysts.
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Research from Analysys Mason
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Consulting from Analysys Mason
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